
My “SMD Air Bath” design enables the preheating of a
PCB assembly prior to the reflowing with a hot air pencil
(see Photo 1). This preheating provides time for the flux to
activate; it decreases the temperature difference between
the assembly and reflow, reducing the chance of thermo
shock; it counteracts the heatsinking properties of heavy
power planes, relieving the heat load from the hot air pen-
cil; and it enables a controlled cooldown, which minimizes
thermo-mechanical stresses. 

The heart of the SMD Air Bath is a profiled tempera-
ture controller. This controller provides configurable
ramp up, set point, and cooldown and provides pulse
width modulation (PWM) for fan control. With code
modifications, it can also control the heat profile of a
toaster oven completing our toolbox with a home
brewed reflow oven (see Photo 2). But first let’s examine
the air bath.

ver the last 15 years surface-mount devices 
(SMDs) have revolutionized the electronics

industry. Designs integrating these devices have benefit-
ed by smaller component sizes, higher component pin
counts, lower power requirements, component place-
ment on both sides of the printed circuit board (PCB),
better mechanical performances, and excellent thermal
performances. The main disadvantage of these compo-
nents is they require more sophisticated production
equipment that makes the manual prototyping, repair,
and rework more difficult.

Entrance into this prototyping/repair world requires
several tools. The development of PCB assemblies may
require a reflow oven, where repair and rework requires
more than just a hot air pencil. The most overlooked
necessity in this repair/rework process is the preheating
of the PCB.
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The SMD Air Bath is a temperature controller that can preheat a surface-mount device
printed circuit board assembly before reflow with a hot air pencil. The preheating capability
activates the flux, reduces the chance of thermo shock, relieves the heat load from the
hot air pencil, and reduces thermo-mechanical stresses.

The SMD Air Bath

O
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ARTICLE
by Steve Johnson (USA)

A DIY PCB Preheating Setup 

Photo 1a—The SMD Air Bath is a profiled temperature controller. b—The SMD Air Bath is placed underneath an SMD circuit board/component. c—The
preheat cycle is executed, the component is reflowed, and then the cooldown cycle is entered for the replacement of the SMD component.

a) c)b)
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and is instrumental in the tuning process. The PIC18F4520
is overkill for the project, but with its use on Microchip’s
PICDEM 2 Plus development board, is an easy choice for the
project. To aid in fabrication, a PDF of the PCB layout is
available on the Circuit Cellar FTP site.

CONSIDERATIONS
In developing embedded systems, there needs to be coor-

dination between the hardware design and the software
development. Sometimes programs are developed for just
the test or calibration of the hardware, but software devel-
opers need to fully understand the abilities and limitations
of the hardware. In this design, the use of a thermocouple
and PWM for fan control introduces isolation issues. The
PWM becomes one large source of noise and with the prox-
imity of the thermocouple this gets introduced into its
amplifier. Integrator R6 and C11 help damp this noise, but
further steps in software will have to be considered to
eliminate it.

Another consideration is the solid-state relay for heat
control. Most solid-state relays use a zero-crossing detector
for the engaging of their TRIACs. This controller offers no
feedback for this zero-crossing detection so the controller is
firing blind. To compensate, a different style of PWM for
heat control will have to be implemented—one that ener-
gizes for complete half cycles rather than energizing for
certain conduction angles.

The implementation of proportional-integral-derivative
(PID) and its routines are another huge consideration. These
routines need to work within the hardware constraints
including the use of integers, limiting set-point errors, pre-
venting value overflows, taxing interrupts, and even control-
ling an asymmetric load. All these considerations affect the
construction of this project. The advantage of using an
embedded system is that it can be tailored for the exact con-

trol specifications needed.

PID REVIEW
Figure 2 shows a PID control loop. The

control loop starts by comparing the set
point with the actual process variable.
This comparison results in an error indi-
cating how far the process is from its
desired location. This error is passed to
three controls: the proportional control
Kp e(t), the integral control Ki�∫ e(t)dt,
and the derivative control Kd de(t)/dt.
The proportional control makes changes
to the process based on a proportion or
gain of this error. A large gain results in a
larger/faster process change but can result
in an unstable system; too little gain and
the system doesn’t respond to distur-
bances. In our heating application, heat
losses produce an inherent gain to the
process. This inherent gain under just pro-
portional control will result in a steady-
state error that drops below the set point.

HOT AIR GUN & PROFILED CONTROLLER
The purchase of an economical hot air gun started this

project. Its dissection was required to provide access to the
fan’s motor connections. A terminal strip and switch was
added enabling normal fan operation as well as external
control. A thermocouple was also attached using screw ter-
minals enabling easy removal (see Photo 3). The modifica-
tions enabled monitoring and control, but with the quick
removal of the thermocouple still provide normal use of
the hot air gun.

The schematic of the controller is shown in Figure 1. The
circuit is supervised by a Microchip Technology PIC18F4520
microcontroller and is pretty straightforward. The thermo-
couple feeds into thermocouple amplifier U2, which is an
Analog Devices AD595 type K thermocouple amplifier
that provides cold junction compensation and an output
voltage of 10 mV/°C. This signal is fed through integrator
R6 and C11 and then into the analog-to-digital convertor
(ADC) of the PIC18F4520. Pin RC0 con-
trols a solid-state relay that energizes
the heating element. Pin RC2 is the
PWM output that controls MOSFET Q1
providing fan control.

Push button inputs are on RB0, RB1,
and RB2. LCD data and control use port D
requiring the liquid crystal display (LCD)
to operate in 4-bit mode. TX and RX pins
connect to U3, a Maxim Integrated Prod-
ucts MAX232 driver/receiver, providing
RS-232 communications. U4 provides the
5-V power and J3 provides access for
Microchip’s MPLAB ICD 2 programmer.

The controller is designed with ease of
programming and RS-232 communica-
tions in mind. The ease of programming
enables the system to be modified for
other applications like the reflow oven
described earlier. It also helps in the
reprogramming of variables for the tun-
ing process. The RS-232 communication
enables tracking of the actual heat profile
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Photo 2—The system connected to a reflow oven

www.circuitcellar.com • CIRCUIT CELLAR®

Photo 3—Modifications to the hot air gun
enable temperature monitoring and fan
control but with the removal of the ther-
mocouple still enable normal use of the
hot air gun.
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needs to be tuned and modifications that best model the
desired response of the system need to be established.

THERMOCOUPLE CALIBRATION
The thermocouple was actually a piece of thermocouple

wire. I took a 3” piece, stripped an inch off its end, and
wrapped it together. Its contact wasn’t welded, but I thought
as long as its output was consistent, it would work nicely.
The AD595 provides amplification, cold junction compensa-
tion, and an output voltage of 10 mV/°C for this thermocou-
ple. Its output is read through the low-priority interrupt that
gets triggered upon convergence of the ADC. These readings
generate a running average that helps eliminate noise from
the PWM while still correlating to an actual temperature.

To accurately calibrate this correlation, the controller
needs to be tuned, but to tune the controller the correlation

This droop is an equilibrium point determined by both the
proportional gain and the inherent gain and may be better
understood by considering that at the set point the propor-
tional term produces no heat, but some heating is required to
overcome the losses of the process, thus the system settles at
a point lower than that of its set point.

The integral term compensates for these losses. It inte-
grates or creates an average of the error over time and adds
this correction term back into the process. This compensa-
tion behaves like an auto correction signal constantly adjust-
ing for an offset in the error. A problem that arises from this
correction is a condition referred to as “integral wind up”
where extended disturbances end up forcing the process into
an overshoot. This overshoot is due to the integral not
knowing the difference between a disturbance and an error,
but is based mainly on the time duration of the disturbance.

The derivative term can help limit this condition. The
derivative makes changes to the process based on the slope
of the changing error. The more change, the more the deriv-
ative influences the process. This helps adjust the offset
quickly, limiting the time duration of the integral. As we
see all terms affect each other, yet all terms need freedom
to respond. It’s the constraints of the system that limit this
freedom such that sometimes modifications need to be
implemented to better model the process. These modifica-
tions may include set-point ramping, derivative of output,
freezing the integral in case of disturbances, and even
replacing functions based on better modeling of the process.
In order to provide the best system performance, the PID

Figure 2—The PID control loop is the summation of proportional,
integral, and derivative error terms where the best system response
is the result of a finely tuned system.

Set point Error
+

Actual

Kp e[t]

Process

Sensor

Ki ∫ e[t]dt

Kd de[t]/dt

–

Figure 1—The SMD Air Bath is
designed around a Microchip
PIC18F4520 microcontroller.
The system uses PWM for fan
control, ADC for temperature
measurement, and controls
the hot air gun’s heating ele-
ment through a profiled algo-
rithm. The circuit provides
RS-232 communications as
well as an ICD connection for
ease of programming.
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any type of linear temperature sensor to be used. It also
compensates for losses/gains in the connections and fudges
in some of the noise of the PWM. We also start to see the
advantages of ease of programming as we tweak this cali-
bration for the finest results.

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
The firmware was developed in Microchip’s MPLAB IDE

interface version 8.56 with Microchip’s “C” plug-in C18
version 3.36. (The complete code listing is available on the
Circuit Cellar FTP site.) The project requires the modifica-
tion and recompiling of the system LCD routines. This
rebuild is to accommodate hardware pin reassignments for
the LCD, where the XLCD.h file needs to reflect the use of
Port D. Once XLCD.h is replaced, the device library can be
rebuilt by either the make_one_device_t.bat or
make_one_device_e.bat batch file, depending on the
required programming mode.

The software development is separated into module files
that handle elements of the hardware. External routines
were created for data entry, the LCD, and the hardware
setup. The main routines incorporate these routines and
provide routines for the interrupts. The system generates

has to be established. It’s kind of a dilemma, but if we
roughly calibrate the thermocouple, the controller can be
tuned, then we can better calibrate the thermocouple.

For this rough calibration, we need two thermal points
with corresponding ADC values. One easy one is room tem-
perature and another is whatever a hair dryer provides. To
get the ADC values, the ADC interrupt needs to pass the
ADC value back as if it’s the current temperature. This gives
us the ADC value on the configuration entrance screen, and
we don’t want to run the system as it’s not tuned.

When my system was turned on, room temperature
(26°C) produced a value of 64. The hair dryer produced
47°C with an ADC value of 97 resulting in an equation of
y = 0.6363 × –23.14. Using this equation enabled tuning of
the controller, but once tuned, a better calibration was
performed by setting the set point to 70 then stepping
from 70 to 80, all the way up to 200, in steps of 10 to pro-
duce a thermocouple profile. This data was plotted in
Excel and produced a calibration equation (see Figure 3).

Keeping the correlation conversion integer based for both
equations required a little manipulation, but was required
as not to bog down the low-priority interrupt with the use
of floating point. This calibration method enables almost

Listing 1—The low-priority interrupt is used for the reading of the thermocouple. A weighted average is preformed to smooth and eliminate
noise. The ADC value can be passed directly as the current temperature for calibration. Integer math is used to prevent the saving of the
MATH_DATA section.

//*******************************************************************************************************
// *
// Low Interrupt Handler *
// *
// The low interrupt reads the A/D converter. *
// *
// This routine happens approximately every 5ms. The temperature is used *
// every 0.1 second so 20 samples can be read and a running average obtained *
// before the temperature is needed. *
// The use of the (3/4) (1/4) averager will reach 99.58% in 20 terms *
// *
// With this routine executing every 5ms the goal is to not have to save a *
// lot of sections. If we use integer math we don't need to save MATH_DATA. *
// *
//*******************************************************************************************************
#pragma tmpdata ISRLow_tmpdata //Create a new tmpdata section for this interrupt
#pragma interruptlow LowIntHandler nosave = section(".tmpdata"),section("MATH_DATA")
#pragma code // Return to the default code section
void LowIntHandler(void)
{

if(PIR1bits.ADIF)
{
// Average the temperature readings
// CurrentADC = (3/4)*CurrentADC + (1/4)*ReadADC();
// Keep it integer math
CurrentADC = ((CurrentADC*3)>>2)+(ReadADC()>>2);

// Remark out after calibration of the thermocouple
// CurrentTemperature=CurrentADC;

// Calculate the temperature using our equation
// y = 0.6718x - 17.376
// .6718 = 43/64
// Keep it integer math
CurrentTemperature = ((CurrentADC*43)>>6)-17;

PIR1bits.ADIF = 0; // Reset Interrupt flag
}

}
//******************* End Low Interrupt Handler ********************************************************
#pragma tmpdata // Go back to the default .tmpdata
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Listing 2—Timers 0 and 1 use the high-priority interrupt. Timer0 is configured for interrupts every 100 ms and provides the profile process
based on the machine state. Timer1 provides a 5-ms execution that controls the heating element providing a duty-cycle control over half cycles.

//************************************************************************************************************

// *

// High Interrupt Handler *

// *

// The high interrupt will be used for the Timer0 and Timer1. *

// *

// Timer0 will happen every 100ms *

// Timer1 will happen every 5ms *

// *

//************************************************************************************************************

#pragma tmpdata ISRHigh_tmpdata //Create a new tmpdata section for interrupt and routines

#pragma interrupt HighIntHandler nosave=section(".tmpdata")

#pragma code // Return to the default code section

void HighIntHandler(void)

{

//** Timer 0 for the profile machine ************************************************************************

if(INTCONbits.TMR0IF) // Timer 0

{

WriteTimer0(T0_DelayValue); // Reset Timer for 100ms delay

// Clock

Time.Tenths++; // Adjust clock this routine happens ever 1/10 sec

if(Time.Tenths>=10) // Reached a second

{

SerialSend=TRUE; // Every second to send serial data

Time.Tenths=0; // Reset the tenths

Time.Seconds++; // Adjust seconds

if(Time.Seconds>=60) // Have we hit a minute

{

Time.Seconds=0; // Reset seconds

Time.Minutes++; // Adjust minutes

}

}

// End Clock

(*Process[State])(); // Run the process for the machine state

INTCONbits.TMR0IF=0; // Reset Interrupt flag

} // End Timer 0

//** Timer 1 interrupt for Heater Control *******************************************************************

if(PIR1bits.TMR1IF) // This happens every 5ms

{ // Timer 1

WriteTimer1(T1_DelayValue); // Reset Timer for 5ms delay

ConvertADC(); // Start the A/D

// Heater control

// HeaterPower values:

// 0-100 then PWM control that %

// <= 0 then OFF

// >= 100 then PWM 100% (ON)

// This interrupt happens every 5ms * 100 = .5 sec

// this equates to 30 cycles or 60 half cycles.

if(HeaterEnabled)

{

if(Timer1Counter++ < HeaterPower)

{

Heater = ON;

}

else

{

Heater = OFF;

}

}

else

Heater = OFF;

if(Timer1Counter>=100)

Timer1Counter=0;

PIR1bits.TMR1IF=0; // Reset interrupt flag

} // End Timer 1

}

//******************* End High Interrupt Handler ***********************************************************
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three different interrupt conditions
using both the high and low priority.
The low-priority interrupt is triggered

every time the ADC converges. This
interrupt checks that it is called by
the ADC interrupt flag (see Listing 1).

Figure 3—Once the controller is tuned, it can be stepped through different set points to
determine the thermocouple profile and establish a correlation equation.
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Listing 3—With scope of the true hardware considerations, the routine can better model
the system. The error is applied to each term: proportional, integral, and derivative. The
proportional is a simple multiplication, the integral is limited, and the derivative is modified
to better model the asymmetric load.

//************************************************************************
// *
// PID routine *
// *
// Calculate the PID *
// *
//************************************************************************
void PID_Control(void)
{

// Calculate the error
Error = SetPoint - CurrentTemperature; // Calculate the error

// If Error > 0 then low
// If Error = 0 then @ SetPoint
// If Error < 0 then high

// Calculate the proportional value
P=(PID_GAIN_KP*Error);

// INTEGRAL_RESET_RATE controls the summation time
//
// The Error is limited to +/- 1
if(IntegralSteps++>INTEGRAL_RESET_RATE)

{
if(Error>0 && Integral<INTEGRAL_ERROR_LIMIT_MAX)

Integral++;
if(Error<0 && Integral>INTEGRAL_ERROR_LIMIT_MIN)

Integral--;
IntegralSteps=0;
}

I=(PID_GAIN_KI*Integral);

// Derivative = Error-PrevError; // Calculate the derivative
Derivative = SetPoint/CurrentTemperature; // Replacement of derivative

// Calculate the D value
D=(PID_GAIN_KD*Derivative);

// Calculate the PID
HeaterPower = P + I + D; // Add them together

// PrevError = Error; // Keep the error for next time
}
//******************* End PID ********************************************
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Listing 4—The RunMode() routine provides control over the profiled process. To provide a step test for the tuning process the system is
slammed directly into the Soak mode. This is done by uncommenting State=Soak.

//***********************************************************************************************************
// *
// Run Mode *
// *
//************************************************************************************************************
void RunMode(void)
{
char string[50];

SetDCPWM1((unsigned int) 6.25*FanDutyCycle); // Set the duty cycle
RomDisplayLCD( "Settling",

" Temp");

Delay10KTCYx(250); // Fan is started which will
Delay10KTCYx(250); // affect temp with noise

// this delay will allow it
// to be averaged in

InitRunVars();

putrsUSART ("\n\rAirBath\n\r\n\r");

HeaterEnabled=1;
State=Preheat;

// Force into Soak mode for step response
// State=Soak;
do

{
DisplayTemperature(State,SetPoint,CurrentTemperature);
DisplayTime(&Time);

if(State==Soak || State==Preheat) // Allows us to change temp when in Soak/Preheat mode
{
if(UpButton && SoakTemp<SYSTEM_MAX_TEMP) // Increase Temp
{

SoakTemp++;
Delay10KTCYx(30);
}

if(DownButton && SoakTemp>SOAK_TEMP_MIN) // Decrease Temp
{
SoakTemp--;
Delay10KTCYx(30);
}

}
if(EnterButton && State!=Cool) // Enter Cooldown mode

{
if(SetPoint<CurrentTemperature)

CoolFromTemp=SetPoint;
else

CoolFromTemp=CurrentTemperature;
State=Cool;
}

if(SerialSend)
{
sprintf(string,"%d\n\r",CurrentTemperature);
putsUSART(string); // echo out temperature
SerialSend=FALSE;
}

}while(State!=Done);
// We're done, unit has cooled

State=Init; //Reset the process to exit
HeaterEnabled=0;
InitRunVars();

RomDisplayLCD( "Process",
"Complete");

Delay10KTCYx(250);
SetDCPWM1(0); // Turn off Fan
}
//******************* End RunMode ***************************************************************************
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It then reads the ADC value, divides it
by four, and adds it to three-fourths of
the running average. 

This method of averaging will reach
99% of its true value within 20 samples
and is an easy integer method to imple-
ment. This value (CurrentADC) is then
converted through integer math to its
corresponding temperature. It’s this line
of code that would be commented out
for the calibration of the thermocouple
and CurrentTemperature=Current
ADC would be uncommented. The final
step in this interrupt is to reset the
ADC interrupt flag preparing it for the
next ADC trigger. This interrupt rou-
tine needs to be quick. The importance
of keeping all math operations integer-
based enables us to not save the
MATH_DATA section. And with the
creation of a new section #pragma
tmpdata ISRLow_tmpdata, we can
throw away the .tmpdata section too.
These nosaves conserve on overhead
from both saving and restoring these
memory sections each time the inter-
rupt is executed.

The high-priority interrupt is trig-
gered by both Timer0 and Timer1. The
use of two timers enables ease of
changing delay values and, from a pro-
gramming point, provides routine sepa-
ration based on interrupt flags. Timer0
provides a 100-ms (1/10-s) time base for
the profile machine. This profile
machine has five machine states: Init
(initialize), Preheat, Soak, Cool (cool-
down), and Done. Routines are created
for each state and an array
(Process[]) points to each of them. 

Upon checking for Timer0, the
Timer0 value is reloaded, a time
structure is adjusted for tracking min-
utes and seconds, and the process is
called based on the machine state (see
Listing 2). The final command in the
routine resets Timer0’s interrupt flag.
This routine is the main time stan-
dard for the program. It provides a
time base for all temperature ramps
and handles all machine states.

Originally, I played around with the
resolution of Timer1 for the heater con-
trol, realizing that a half cycle of the
AC line takes 8.3 ms and the controller
is firing blindly. I settled on 5 ms as it
produced a semi-smooth response
with a few dead spots. The Timer1

code section reloads Timer1’s delay
value, starts the ADC, then, if the
heater is enabled, turns it on or off
depending on the comparison between
the HeaterPower and a counter that’s
incremented within the routine. When
this counter reaches 100, it is reset
back to 0 and we finish by resetting
Timer1’s interrupt flag (see Listing 2).
The Timer1 routine boils down to a
duty cycle (0–100) stored in Heater-
Power that controls 60 half cycles
where a value of 50 will energize 30
out of 60 half cycles producing a 50%
duty cycle. This routine handles the
concerns of the solid-state relay where
it is unable to energize for certain con-
duction angles but as we see 100 con-
trolling 60. We’ve created quite a few
dead spots.

Implementing a PID control in an
integer environment is a bit tricky.
I’ve always been told that the relation-
ship between theory and practice is a
theoretical one, and I have to remind
myself that I’m not programming in
the real (number) world here. Listing 3
shows the comparison between the set
point and actual temperature.

This comparison produces the error
signal that is common to all three con-
trol terms. The proportional control is
straightforward. It just multiplies the
error by PID_GAIN_Kp (the proportion-
al gain). The integral term is where
integers can introduce a huge problem.
In looking at the worst case, the heat
gun is capable of producing tempera-
tures in excess of 375°C. Depending on
the set point, this could produce errors
in the hundreds. Summating these
errors at 1/10 of a second will quickly
result in a large number. The heater
control requires a small number (0–100)
so this integral term will be overwhelm-
ing. But, if we limit the error for the
integral term and control the summa-
tion time, we can bring the integral
term back into the controllable region
of the output. The advantage of this is it
can self adjust across the full process
control. And tuning is more of an
enabling rather than finding the correct
gain. The disadvantage is we lose some
of the true characteristics of the integral.

The derivative is the calculation of
the error minus the previous error.
This can be seen commented out in
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Cohen-Coon, and Lambda, but all
provide ballpark figures. In these
cases, the final tuning is still done
by trial and error.

For our controller, we’ll use meth-
ods described by Ziegler-Nichols but
manually tune the integral and deriv-
ative. For our tuning process use the
following steps: Step 1, calibrate the
thermocouple using hair dryer as
mentioned earlier. Step 2, set the
machine state State=Soak in the
RunMode() routine. Step 3, set inte-
gral and derivative gains to 0. Step 4,
set proportional gain to 1. Step 5, per-
form a step test and plot the response
over a two- or three-minute interval.

Listing 3. As we discussed about the
derivative, the more change, the
more it influences the process. This
means that once the actual tempera-
ture is close to the set point the
derivative has little to no effect on
the system. So, then the derivative
affects the system when it’s over
temperature returning to set point
and when it’s under temperature
approaching set point. If we analyze
this heating system, it has an inher-
ent heat loss. Heat is constantly
being sucked into the environment.
The heater is also an asymmetric
load, meaning that if we doubled the
duty cycle we wouldn’t double the
output temperature. With this
understanding we’re less worried
about the condition of being over
temperature returning to set point
than we are about under tempera-
ture obtaining set point. The
replacement of the derivative term
with the equation SetPoint/Current-
Temperature provides just that
result. When CurrentTemperature is
below SetPoint, a large value is pro-
duced; when CurrentTemperature
equals SetPoint, it produces 1; and
when CurrentTemperature is above
SetPoint, it produces 0 (remember
integer math). This control may not
be a true theoretical PID control,
but it’s modeled after the intentions
of PID and makes scope of the true
hardware considerations.

TUNING
An ideal system would track set-

point changes to an exact
process control. Real-
world situations yield
responses that are either
under, over, or critically
damped where each situa-
tion resigns to a particular
preferred performance.
This performance is cou-
pled to the tuning whose
intention is to provide a
stable response that best
maintains the thresholds
of the system. There are
many tuning techniques
for a PID controller.
Examples include Ziegler-
Nichols, Tyreus-Luyben,

Step 6, increase proportional gain (2,
3, 4,…), repeating Step 5 until the
response sustains oscillations. Step 7,
reset the proportion gain to roughly
half of this ultimate gain. Step 8, set
integral gain to 1. Step 9, perform a
step test and plot the response over a
two-minute interval. Step 10, set
derivative gain to 1. Step 11, perform
a step test and plot the response over
a two-minute interval. Step 12,
increase derivative (2, 3, 4,…), repeat-
ing Step 11 until the best response is
observed. Step 13, the system is now
tuned, remove State=Soak in the
RunMode() routine. Step 14, recali-
brate the thermocouple. Step 15,

adjust INTEGRAL_RESET_
RATE as needed.

As we can see in the list
of steps above, the controller
is going to be subjected to
several step tests. The step
test is performed by estab-
lishing a set point of 120°C
then forcing the controller
directly into the Soak mode.
This is done by the uncom-
menting of State=Soak in
the RunMode() routine (see
Listing 4).

The process is then exe-
cuted, RS-232 data is col-
lected for an interval long
enough to show a good

Figure 4—Each graph shows the progression of the tuning process. The upper left is the result of
increasing Kp to the point of oscillation, called ultimate gain. The lower left is using half of this ulti-
mate gain. The upper right is with the integral enabled and the lower right is the final tuning.
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Figure 5—The SMD Air Bath will control ramp up, soak temperature,
and cooldown all based on configuration settings. 
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PROJECT FILES
To download the code, go to ftp://ftp.circuitcellar.
com/pub/Circuit_Cellar/2012/258.

SOURCES
AD595 Type K thermocouple amplifier with cold
junction compensation 
Analog Devices, Inc. | www.analog.com

MAX232 Driver/receiver
Maxim Integrated Products | www.maxim-ic.com

PIC18F4520 Microcontroller, PICDEM 2 Plus develop-
ment board, and MPLAB ICD 2 programmer
Microchip Technology, Inc. | www.microchip.com

response curve, and the center (Enter) button is pressed to
provide a controlled cooldown for the hot air gun. The
RS-232 data is plotted and the response is used to deter-
mine the next parameter change (see Figure 4). Enabling
the integral term is simple. A value of 1 performs this and
enables the term to self adjust across the full process con-
trol. The INTEGRAL_RESET_RATE may need to be adjust-
ed, but this can be accomplished well after the gain tuning
is established. The derivative is established completely by
trial and error. Plotting of the RS-232 data enables easy
interpretation of modifications, parameter changes, and
even remodeling of a process. If a code section doesn’t per-
form, tailor it for the desired result, as this project is all
about ease of programming and communications.

OPERATION
With all the calibration and tuning done, the operation of

the system is pretty simple. Pressing the down arrow
enables configuration of the system. This configuration sets
the fan duty cycle, heat rate, soak temperature, and
cooldown rate. The heat and cooldown rates are multiplied
by 10, so a value of 15 would relate to a 1.5°C/s heat rate.

Once configured, the Enter button runs the process.
Upon execution, the system will ramp up, maintain
temperature with an option to increase or decrease based
on the pressing of the up or down arrows, then cool-
down when the Enter button is pressed. A run of the
system produces a response something like what is
shown in Figure 5.

The actual, true operation of the sys-
tem is now dependent on the solder paste.
The solder paste parameters are used to
configure the air bath. In my case, a
Sn63/Pb37 paste required a heat rate of
1.5°C/s, soak temperature of 150°C, and a
cooldown rate of 2.0°C/s. Upon execu-
tion, remember the dwell time and enable
the flux to activate. In my case a 60-s
dwell time showed a softened paste that
started to flow into the pads. The hot air
pencil was used to reflow the pins and,
upon completion, the cooldown finished
the SMD replacement.

This project didn’t reflect the creation
of a rack for holding the circuit board,
but almost anything can be constructed
remembering that the SMD Air Bath gets
hot. The trick of using the system is
adding just the right amount of solder
paste. Too much, and the pins become
one large jumper. Not enough, and the
pins aren’t secured.

PROTOTYPING & REPAIR
In this article, I described the develop-

ment of an embedded system: the circuit
design, the software creation, all the fine
tuning, and its actual usage. I purposely

highlighted the connection between software and hard-
ware development, and I emphasized specific capabilities
and limitations. You’re now prepared for SMD prototyping
and repair. I

Steve Johnson (Steve_Johnson@ferris.edu) is an electronics technician at
Ferris State University. He has a Bachelor of Science degree in Electrical/
Electronic Engineering Technology, a Computer Science minor, and an
Associates degree in Industrial Electronics, with continuing education
toward a Pre-Engineering degree. Steve enjoys building electronic
projects, printed circuit boards, and developing embedded systems.
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